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13 UM ALUMNI SELECTED
TO ATTEND MEDICAL SCHOOLS

MISSOULA--

A total of 13 University of Montana alumni have been accepted to study at various medical schools, according to Donna Booth, coordinator of the Academic Advising Office on the Missoula campus.

Three of the UM alumni will attend Montana State University, Bozeman, fall quarter before beginning advanced medical studies at the University of Washington, Seattle, under the WAMI (Washington, Alaska, Montana and Idaho) medical program headquartered on the Seattle campus.

Alumni from UM who will attend MSU beginning fall quarter are Kimberly Brodie and Randall Coriell, Missoula, and Steven Helland, Glasgow.

Four of the UM alumni have been accepted by other medical schools. They are Thomas E. Hawkins and Fred Green, both of Missoula, accepted by the University of Colorado School of Medicine, Denver; John Graney of Swarthmore, Pa., accepted by Columbia University, New York, N.Y., and Mark Sloane of Haslett, Mich., who will attend Michigan State University, East Lansing.

William C. Lenon, a UM alumnus from Kalispell, has been accepted to study optometry at Pacific University, Forest Grove, Ore. Another UM graduate, Richard Richardson of Missoula, will study veterinary science at Colorado State University, Fort Collins.

Three UM alumni have been accepted to study dentistry at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis. They are Thomas L. Jaegar, Bloomington, Minn., and Eric Hansen and Max Porter, both of Missoula. Another UM graduate, Darrel Peterson of Missoula, has been accepted to study dentistry at the University of Iowa, Iowa City.
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